Worksheet 5. Nouns and irregular verbs

Complete the sentences. Write the correct word from the word pool in the blank space.

choose, chose
engineer, engineers
factories, factory
flew, fly
hero, heroes
hobbies, hobby
knew, know
write, wrote

1. Workers make automobiles in automobile __________________________.

2. Even when Bill was a child, he __________________________ a lot about mechanical things.

3. Simon Bolivar is a __________________________ of five South American countries. He led the fight for independence in those countries in the early 1800s.

4. William Shakespeare __________________________ many plays in the 1500s.

5. Dan __________________________ a dangerous career: police work.


7. In 1963, two American astronauts __________________________ to the moon.

8. Many people enjoy __________________________: for example, golf, sailing, hiking, painting, collecting stamps, racing cars, and knitting.